
Welcome to Reboot Collective East Perth’s Human Movement 
Centre. Here at the Human Movement Centre we aim to help 
you improve your performance and fitness through targeted 
analysis and assist those working through rehabilitation to develop 
strength, range of motion and get back to a pain free way of life.

We are utilising some of the most high tech equipment found 
in the sport science industry, to identify strengths, weaknesses 
and abnormalities which we can identify and then set a program 
to help develop and get you ahead in your performance or 
rehabilitation. 

  Find weaknesses that are potentially restricting  
you and work them up to adequate strength

  Locate your strengths which demonstrate  
a trait unique about you
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Our clinic offers HumanTrak, a 3D motion capture and biomechanical 
analysis technology to help monitor your progress. 

View your movement in real-time 
and track your progress

How does HumanTrak Movement 
Analysis System work?

With HumanTrak Movement Analysis System we are 
able to measure and assess your range of motion, 
balance and stability.

Previously limited to elite sporting teams including 
many of those in the NBA, NFL and EPL and a number 
of performance and research centres. Our clinic has 
invested in this technology to make it available to you.

Once your assessment is complete, the system will 
generate a report of how your body moves and we 
will use this information to work with you to develop 
your plans.

HumanTrak combines a 3D camera with wearable 
sensors, creating a 3D model of your body that 
responds as you move. What was traditionally 
confined to assessment by eye can be accurately 
measured, tracked and improved over time with 
objective data.

The animated overlay on top of your body provides 
real-time feedback, including balance lines, joint 
angles and joint loadings.

This helps us help you understand how your body 
moves and how we can help you improve.
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Our clinic offers ForceDecks, Dual Force Plate System  
for analysing strength and imbalance.

Measure key performance 
indicators, muscle imbalance  
and injury rehab progress
With ForceDecks we are able to measure and assess 
your strength, side-to-side differences and movement 
through a range of exercises and jumps. Previously 
limited to elite sporting teams including many of those 
in the NBA, NFL and EPL and a number of performance 
and research centres, our clinic has invested in this 
technology to make it available to you. 

Once your assessment is complete, the system will 
generate a report of how your body moves and we 
will use this information to work with you to track 
progress and key milestones to reach your goals 
whether that be pain-free, performance, return-to-
sport or your daily activities.
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How does ForceDecks work?
ForceDecks gather a complete assessment of strength 
and power as well as the movements you need to 
perform in daily activities or sport, including squats, 
lunges, deadlifts, jumps, hops, push-ups, and more.

See your results instantly captured and analysed to 
allow your practitioner to gather objective data to make 
decisions for your performance or rehab program.
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Measure and train muscle  
strength and imbalance

How does the ForceFrame work?

With the ForceFrame we are able to measure and 
assess your strength and imbalances. Previously 
limited to elite sporting teams including many of 
those in the NBA, NFL and EPL and a number of 
performance and research centres. Our clinic has 
invested in this technology to make it available to you. 

Once your assessment is complete, the system will 
generate a result of how your body moves and we 
will use this information to work with you to track 
progress and key milestones to reach your goals 
whether that be pain-free, return to sport or your  
daily activities. It can also identify changes in 
strength before you get injured.

The ForceFrame is more accurate than how we 
have measured strength with you previously and 
can measure multiple muscle groups at once. Data 
captured from the force measurement shows your 
strength in real-time, and the maximum strength 
for each repetition and average strength across all 
repetitions is highlighted for quick review.

Gather a complete assessment of your strength  
and identify imbalances and areas to work on.  
This instantaneous capture and analysis allow your 
practitioner to make faster and better decisions for 
your performance or rehab program.
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Our clinic offers ForceFrame, Strength Testing System  
for isometric testing and training 

Our performance testing leaves nothing untouched
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With your very own Human Movement Performance Review, you’ll finally 
have the answers to take your athleticism or rehab to the next step.
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We also can provide companies and organisations with a pre-work medical 
screening of staff and build a portfolio of results on individuals performances, 
which can be utilised to see if an individual is to high risk for a certain work 
position and can later  be used as reference if accident or injury occurs, we 
have the data to aid in staff rehabilitation and the coaches to build appropriate 
strength programs to get them off workers comp and back in the field.

This is a one off investment aimed at keeping you out of continual rehab and 
those physio dollars in your pocket and instead having you play more minutes, 
standing out on the field, with your elite level athleticism, living a pain free 
strong way of life or keeping your workforce on the floor and those potential 
medical costs down. 

Our highly knowledgeable and experienced Strength and Conditioning 
coaches, we will provide you with the most appropriate plan to make this 
happen, this is our promise to you.

Specific Individual tests can be administered. 

Contact us today for a booking!

You’ll receive a 
previous injury 
questionnaire 
designed to give 
background on 
where you’ve  
been injured

Using motion 
analysis we will 
assess how your  
body moves, and  
can pinpoint 
factors as to why 
prior injury may 
have occurred

We test force 
development  
to see how well 
you produce and  
absorb force

We will find the weak 
links in your overall 
strength, so we 
can target specific 
muscle groups which 
will not only get your 
overall self stronger, 
but also reduce  
risk of injury

Lastly we give a 
detailed review on 
your performance 
and how we can 
best help take your 
athletic performance  
or rehab to the  
next level


